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LG1B comp23083_c1_seq9 LG1B comp20086_c0_seq2
LG1B comp24897_c1_seq1 LG2 comp24371_c1_seq15
LG1B comp19685_c0_seq3 LG2 comp24231_c0_seq7
LG2 comp22406_c0_seq1 LG2 comp24945_c2_seq1
LG3 comp24738_c0_seq19 LG2 comp10172_c0_seq2
LG3 comp24777_c0_seq9 LG3 comp18829_c1_seq2
LG3 comp25017_c0_seq18 LG4 comp24410_c0_seq6
LG4 comp23737_c4_seq10 LG4 comp24001_c0_seq29
LG4 comp4520_c0_seq1 LG4 comp20055_c0_seq4
LG4 comp20676_c0_seq1 LG5 comp24001_c0_seq40
LG4 comp24386_c1_seq26 LG5 comp24699_c1_seq7
LG4 comp17232_c0_seq1 LG5 comp20055_c0_seq3
LG4 comp22726_c1_seq3 LG5 comp21376_c0_seq1
LG4 comp24594_c0_seq7 LG6 comp16083_c0_seq1
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LG5 comp23203_c0_seq1 LG6 comp22390_c0_seq3
LG5 comp19220_c0_seq2 LG6 comp21833_c0_seq5
LG5 comp22813_c1_seq4 LG6 comp24594_c0_seq2
LG6 comp20860_c0_seq2 LG6 comp16666_c0_seq2
LG6 comp24963_c0_seq110 LG7 comp23448_c0_seq3
LG6 comp23193_c0_seq5 LG7 comp19220_c0_seq1
LG6 comp23531_c0_seq1 LG7 comp22982_c1_seq2
LG6 comp5425_c0_seq2 LG7 comp24544_c0_seq20
LG7 comp24507_c1_seq3 LG7 comp17949_c0_seq2
LG7 comp10076_c0_seq2 LG8 comp24894_c0_seq38
LG7 comp20447_c0_seq5 LG8 comp23347_c1_seq2
LG7 comp20447_c0_seq2 LG8 comp24557_c0_seq8
LG7 comp19847_c1_seq2 LG8 comp24894_c0_seq45
LG7 comp24103_c0_seq3 LG8 comp24642_c0_seq13
LG7 comp22973_c0_seq2 LG9 comp14917_c0_seq1
LG7 comp24046_c0_seq3 LG9 comp24440_c0_seq5
LG8 comp21377_c0_seq5 LG9 comp22725_c0_seq10
LG8 comp22059_c0_seq2 LG9 comp15895_c0_seq1
LG8 comp24769_c0_seq33 LG9 comp22625_c0_seq1
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Transcript distribution in European sea bass linkage groups for the transcripts exclusively expressed in LR or HR fish. Sequences were blasted against the species genome, published by Tine et al. (2014) [33] . Only the transcripts that were successfully attributed to a linkage group are shown.
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LG9 comp23663_c0_seq4 LG10 comp20323_c0_seq4
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LG11 comp24802_c0_seq33 LG13 comp22079_c0_seq1
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LG12 comp25043_c0_seq4 LG14 comp24839_c0_seq13
LG12 comp16700_c0_seq3 LG14 comp23710_c0_seq6
LG12 comp24227_c0_seq13 LG14 comp22335_c0_seq1
LG12 comp22828_c0_seq3 LG14 comp17090_c0_seq2
LG12 comp22866_c0_seq1 LG15 comp24861_c2_seq2
LG13 comp24374_c2_seq4 LG15 comp24861_c2_seq15
LG13 comp24374_c2_seq6 LG15 comp21186_c0_seq2
LG13 comp23154_c0_seq10 LG15 comp24318_c1_seq1
LG13 comp32007_c0_seq1 LG15 comp21532_c1_seq2
LG14 comp22937_c0_seq4 LG16 comp24160_c0_seq1
LG14 comp21411_c0_seq2 LG16 comp24968_c0_seq4
LG14 comp20617_c0_seq4 LG16 comp15788_c0_seq1
LG14 comp15936_c0_seq1 LG16 comp18675_c0_seq3
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